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Center - definition of center by The Free Dictionary Usage Note: As a verb center can represent various relations involving having, finding, or turning about a center.
The choice of a preposition to accompany center depends on the meaning one wants to convey. For certain physical uses, the Usage Panel favors in more than at.
Centre of the Cell - Official Site Centre of the Cell is the first science education centre in the world to be located within working biomedical research laboratories.
The Center of the World - Wikipedia The Center of the World is an American film directed by Wayne Wang, which was digitally shot and released in 2001. It stars
Peter Sarsgaard as a Dot-com millionaire who hires a drummer/stripper (Molly Parker) to stay with him in Las Vegas for three days for US$10,000.

Center | Definition of Center by Merriam-Webster the center of the room The staircase is in the center of the building. They are at the center of a furious debate over
whether or not to expand the city's public transportation system. The vaccine is being tested at several medical centers around the country. Verb. Center the picture on
the wall. The Center - ARK Expansion Map on Steam The Center is a free add-on for ARK: Survival Evolved that includes a massive new map for survivors to
explore, nearly double the size of the playable geography of the standard ARK Island landscape making it about 70 sq. kilometers. The Center complements the
current ARK biomes with a rich, hand-drawn Tolkien-esque aesthetic. The Center - ARK Expansion Map on Steam The Center is a free add-on for ARK: Survival
Evolved that includes a massive new map for survivors to explore, nearly double the size of the playable geography of.

3 Easy Ways to Find the Center of a Circle - wikiHow How to Find the Center of a Circle. Finding the center of a circle can help you perform basic geometric tasks
like finding the circumference or area. There. Center or Centreâ€“Which Is Right? | Grammarly Center and centre have the same meaning. Center is the correct
spelling in American English, but British English writers usually prefer centre. Notice that center (and centre) can be a noun, adjective, or a verb. Seeing the two
words in real-life examples may help you to visualize how to use them. First, here are some sentences with centre and center. Journey to the Centre of the Earth BBC.com/Future Congratulations! You've reached the center of the earth. The forces of gravity are pulling equally in all directions and you are now weightless.
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